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Abstract 
 

Intrusion prevention and detection system is an effective network security solution 

from past few years. With this huge interconnected network called internet, nobody 

can deny the importance of IPS and IDS in a network. Both technologies provide a 

method of securing computer network from intrusion attacks. The main difference 

between IPS and IDS is the IPS is an active device which automatically takes 

prevention action against attacks.  

This paper aims to study this technology and provides full details about history, 

functionality and needs of both IDS and IPS and their Pros and cons. Furthermore all 

types of IDPS are also described in different scenarios depending upon their 

functionality. A major portion of this thesis also describes the comparison between 

different platform and operating systems using IDS and IPS. All the implementations 

are being done practically to get the results comparing Linux, windows, network 

and host based intrusion detection and prevention system.  
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1. Introduction  
 As internet and networking technologies become a primary and a major 

prerequisite for many companies and organization regardless of their business 

type or size, the security aspect have been arisen as well. It is very important for 

organizations to protect their asset from any types of attack or intruders. Due to 

the risk of using internet since every day and every moment thousands of people 

are trying to infiltrate company’s networks and their assets. 

Unfortunately,  we don’t live in ideal world where would be no fence or gate 

locks or guards and where all the humans live peacefully with each other’s, so 

that's why we need to protect ourselves and privacy by using guards, alarms and 

other ways . The same concept applies in the computer world we need devices 

and technologies to secure our information and assets and one those famous 

technologies is the IDS and IPS. 

 

1.1 Motivation   
The intrusion detection and prevention systems can be very important for 

people or organization that want to protect their information or asset from 

intruders or hackers, the main function of IDS and IPS is to detect any system 

breaching that occur by unauthorized people and then alarm the responsible 

person to take the necessary action. 

Using internet and network system have been increased heavily in the past 

decades which increased as well security issues due to the intensive use of 

network and computer system.  

In 2012 the websites of NASA, US Air force and French Ministry of Defence were 

compromised and the hackers were able to get some documents from those 

resources and they posted screenshots and some document publicly on the 

internet. Therefore thinking about the size of those compromised organizations 

and the sensitivity of their information and their high technology protection 
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would give us an idea how the internet is dangerous even with the existence of 

protection technology like firewall, antivirus and other types of technologies. 

Another report published by (ICS-CERT,2011)  Industrial Control Systems Cyber 

Emergency Response Team, show that cyber-attack against U.S. critical 

infrastructure companies have been increased from 9 up to 198 within only 3 

years from 2009-2011.  

(Coley & Wesinger Jr, 2000), Claimed that most of internet crimes are not in the 

form of data interception, but involves network intruder or hacker, hence the 

importance of firewall and protection devices are extremely important for 

organization and company resources. 

Another study conducted by (Allen, Christie, Fithen, McHugh, & Pickel, 2000) 

shows that the intrusion attack don’t require that knowledge anymore to do it , 

since there are many free penetration tools on the internet which are available 

free to anyone. Hence to mitigate all those threats, IT security industry provides 

many tools to protect organization resources and one of those tools is the IDS 

and IPS. Moreover many organizations have implemented IDS or IPS to help 

them know if their network was compromised or not.  

 

1.2 Research Question  
Intrusion detection system is the most popular system to detect intrusion 

attacks. It monitors traffic and then sends alarms to management server. But 

despite of its important role in the network security it lacks in the automated 

prevention from intrusions, as it is passive. With the rapid development of 

network systems, attacks are also becoming much speedier and efficient, so an 

active intrusion prevention system must be a part of secure network 

infrastructure. Hence this thesis will dig in depth with both technologies by 

answering the question: How IDS and IPS detect and react against the 

malicious attacks?  
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1.3 Goal  
The main goal of this thesis is to study the technology and solutions of IDS and 

IPS and how they detect and prevent against attacks. 

Cisco router and Snort technology will be tested as NIDS and NIPS to experiment 

the action of IDS and IPS in the events of attacks and to determine the main 

different between them, in addition HIPS on windows based will be tested as 

well by implementing some attacks to determine the benefit of using host based 

IPS on personal windows machines and the main point of testing windows 

because they are dominated the market as personal computers.  At the end of 

this study we will conclude the efficiency of this technology and in which 

scenario it most required. 

 

1.4 Limitation  
During the process of this project, a number of limitations were noted.  The lack 

of resources to test all the technologies mentioned in the paper which is McAfee 

HIPS was the main limitation, also the few numbers of available computers made 

the network topology is small, as well as  limited amount of bandwidth were 

generated.  Nevertheless, all the information that was used in this project was 

collected from scientific articles and books and based on those resources the 

practical part of the project was implemented.  
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2. Background  

2.1 Intrusion Detection System (IDS) 
Intrusion detection system can be defined as an act of detecting desired 

unwanted traffic on a device or a network. It can be a physical device or installed 

software that monitors the unwanted traffic. Unwanted traffic may include 

malicious attacks, traffic that breaches organization system and policy. Usually 

IDS tools store the detected events in log files so that they might be used them 

along with data to make decisions regarding policies. An IPS is also a type of IDS 

that can also stop or prevent that unwanted traffic (Wu, 2009). 

 

2.2 History of IDS  
Before the IDS come to the surface, there was the concept of audit, “Audit is 

defined as the process of generating, recording and reviewing a chronological 

record of system event (Bace, 2000). People use to audit their system to achieve 

the variety of goals. These goals include the following: 

 Implement and maintain personal accountability for system activities 

 Rebuild events  

 Check damage  

 Monitor affected areas 

 Allow efficient damage recovery  

 Restrict improper use of the system 

This audit process could be done by either computer or manual process. It 

includes the audit trail generator, logger, analyzer and reporting mechanism. 
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Figure 1: Basic audit system 
As the speed, size and number of computers increased in 1970 the importance of 

security also become an important factor. James P Anderson was the first person 

who feels the need of automated audit trail system to support security goals (Bace, 

2000). 

 Anderson suggested some sort of statistical analysis of user behavior, like capability 

to determine unusual patterns of system use and this might lead to a way of 

detecting unauthorized activity (Bace, 2000). 

From 1984 to 1986 Denning and Peter Neuman lead this theory furthermore, 

researched and developed a model for real time intrusion detection system, named 

as Intrusion detection expert system (IDES).   (Bace, 2000). 
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2.3 Types of IDS 
There are mainly four types of IDS defined till yet according to different 

researches: Host based intrusion detection system (HIDS), Network based 

intrusion detection system (NIDS), Distributed intrusion detection system 

(DIDS) and hybrids of NIDS and HIDS. 

A HIDS system will require software to be installed on a host. It will scan all the 

activities and events occurring on the host resources. All the activities 

discovered are logged into a secure database, where it checks that whether they 

are malicious events or not. 

A NIDS system is commonly inline on the network, and it always process and 

analyze the packets traversing through the network and looking for attacks. 

Different methodologies are used to receive network traffic on a particular 

network segment, such as tap or port mirroring. NIDS reconstructs streams of 

traffic to analyze them for finding malicious behavior. Many NIDS have the 

facility to log their events and reports if they find any attack and or unauthorized 

activity. Nowadays you can also found many high performance routers offering 

NIDS capabilities. 

A hybrid IDS combine both NIDS and HIDS. HIDS monitors all the events 

occurring on the host level, whereas NIDS monitors networks traffic. The basic 

process is that both HIDS and NIDS passively collect data, process it and then 

analyze it. Through statistical analysis, it can be determined that whether the 

data falls outside the normal behavior or not, and if so, it is then matched with 

the desired malicious database, and an alarm is sent if the match is found 

(Endorf, Dr Eugene Schultz, & Mellander, 2004). 
A DIDS is more like a part of a manger which combine both NIDS and HIDs which 

are placed throughout the network in order to report to the centralized 

management station, which process the events. Attack logs can be uploaded if it 

is desired, and if new signatures are needed, they can also be downloaded from 

central management. The advantage of DIDS is the services that are provided to 

NIDS, unaware of the state of the host, HIDS and even network.  However there 
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is also a drawback of it, as DIDS uses internal network to communicate with 

centralized management which might lead to network overloading. 

    

2.4 Detection Types 
There are mostly three main methodologies of intrusion detection Signature-

based detection (SD), Anomaly-based detection (AD) and stateful protocol 

analysis (SPA) (Liao, Tung, Richard Lin, & Lin, 2012). 

 

2.5 Positive and Negative False 
The accuracy of IDS is also one of the important factors in network security but 

as network traffic is so complicated it is impossible to meet perfect level of 

accuracy. There are two types of errors results in IDS, false positive and false 

negative. False positive occur when IDS erroneously detect the right traffic. 

While false negative occur when IDS undetected the unwanted traffic. Both are 

the problems for security administrators. Greater number of false positive may 

be acceptable but they can create a huge burden for security administrator, as it 

has to deal with cumbersome amount of data. On the other hand, false negative 

don’t give any opportunity to the administrator because it is undetected. 

 

2.6 IDS System Components 

2.6.1 Sensors 
These are installed on devices that locate inside the network in order to collect 

data. They gather inputs from different sources like network activities such as 

packets, log files and system call traces. Then the collected data is organized and 

then forwarded to one more analyzers. There are two types of sensors  

 Network-based sensors 

 Host -based sensor  

The network-based sensors are more commonly used instead of Host-based 

sensors. Network based sensors are the programs that can collect data from 
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network packets only. All the ingress and egress traffic can be captured and 

controlled by a single sensor. Network sensors do not burden the network with 

extra traffic in case two interfaces are used, one for monitoring and one for 

management. The most used programs as sensors by IDSs are TCP dump and 

libpcap. The Host-based sensors can also capture data from network interfaces 

and then send that to other IDSs components .mainly they provide information 

about inside attacks(Endorf et al., 2004). 

 

2.6.2 Analyzers or Agents  
The sensors transfer the collected data to analyzers, analyzers then process the 

received information. Basically analyzers is a group of processes running 

independently, they analyze the system behavior and network events to detect 

the threats, intrusion and violation of the network security policies. Usually they 

perform only one function at a time particularly, e.g. one agent can only process 

TCP traffic whereas second can examine only ftp connections or connection 

attempts. The agents always work independently, means that if one crashes then 

other agent continue to work properly without any effect.  

An agent has three components  

 Communication interface 

 Listener 

 Sender 

A communication interface provides communication with other components of 

IDS. A listener waits for information and data from sensors and other agents to 

receive it. A sender then transmits the data to the other agents and manger 

devices. Some additional functions are also performed by agents as they can 

perform correlation analysis on received data and generate alarms as well. 

 

2.6.3 Manager  
The manager is basically designed to provide an ability of master control for the 

ID. It is also known as server sometimes. Although sensors and agents can 
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perform their own functionality without master control component but the 

existence of manger can be very advantageous as it make all the components 

working in a coordinated manner. The manger component can provide the 

following functions (Endorf et al., 2004). 

 Data management 

 Alerting 

 Event correlation  

 High level analysis 

 Monitoring of other components  

 Management console 

 

2.6.4 User Interface 
In IDS the user interface provides a view to the end user in a way to interact with 

the system. Only through the interface user can control or configure the system. 

There is also an important characteristic of user interface that it can generate 

reports as well.  (Wu, 2009) 

 

2.7 IDS Management 

2.7.1 Maintenance  
The maintenance in IDS is a key factor and required in all IDS technologies. Due 

to increasing number of users and network complexity, type of attacks and 

prevention technologies are always subject to change. Patches, signatures and 

detection methodologies must be updated to ensure that latest attacks or 

malicious traffic must be detected and prevented. There are many sources to do 

that, e.g. graphical user interface, application or secure web-based interface can 

perform maintenance from console. The console is the source from which 

administrator can monitors IDS components to verify that they are working 

properly, they are operational, perform vulnerability assessments (VA) and 

updates.  
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2.7.2 Tuning   
Tuning also has an important role to make IDS effective. Generally tuning is the 

process in which administrator make or change setting with relevant to network 

security policies and goals. Furthermore detecting methodologies, scanning 

mechanism, thresholds and focus can be tuned to ensure that the required data 

is being identified without overloading the administrator with too many alarms 

or false positives and negatives. Tuning is a time consuming action but it must be 

taken in action to increase the performance and efficiency of IDS.  

 

2.7.3 Detection Accuracy  
The accuracy of Intrusion detection system depends upon the techniques and 

ways in which it detects, such as set of rules applied by it. For example signature 

based detection is well known but it has a disadvantage that it detects only the 

well-known and simple attacks. Whereas anomaly based detection can give 

wider performance as compare to it, as it can detect more types of attacks. But it 

has some disadvantage as it has higher number of false positives. So tuning must 

be required to make a tradeoff between the detection and number of false 

positives so that IDS can be operate in more useful way (Scarfone & Mell, 2007). 

 

2.8 IDS Challenges and Limitations 
It is important to mention that IDS is just one method of detecting attacks and 

intrusions among many other tools that available in professional security 

infrastructure. As with other tools IDS also have some limitations and challenges. 

These limitations depend upon how and where it is deployed. And because of 

such limitations new technologies in IDS are evolved. New detection tools are 

being developed, such as Host based security system. The goal of HBSS is that it 

is more focused on security management at host side. 

The performance can be enhanced by integrating other tools with it. But the 

most important for network administrator is to know the characteristics and 
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vulnerabilities in network. The security should be planned prior and social 

engineering factors should be identified as well. 

 

2.8.1 Limits of IDS  
NIDS analyze and capture traffic that traversing at network layer. Nevertheless 

there are the types of traffic which are not visible to NIDS sensors, VPN and 

secure tunnels are examples of it. The encryption or encapsulation made by 

these terminologies makes it invisible, so NIDS can only works in this situation if 

it know how to and decrypt and re-encrypt data. Another limitation in NIDS is 

bandwidth, as the rate of traffic increases in the network it becomes challenge 

for NIDS to keep up the rate and process the data quickly. So in large networks 

there are many ways for intrusion to bypass NIDS sensors. (Scarfone & Mell, 

2007).  

 

2.8.2 IDS scalability in large networks 
Large networks can contain thousands of devices which make it heterogeneous 

and complex. One of the IDS challenges in the large network is to communicate 

between different IDS components that deployed across sub-networks, 

sometimes through firewall and gateways. These IDS components may use 

different protocols and techniques to communicate with each other and there 

can be different trust relationships on different paths, which could be bit 

complicated for IDS to communicate properly. Likewise IDS have to maintain its 

communication across the sub-network without exploiting the trust barrier 

because opening up lines can also provide an advantage for attackers also. 

Another challenge in a large network for IDS is to accurately monitor the 

network. The placement of NIDS components is really matters in a large scale 

network as if they are not placed strategically in a network malicious traffic can 

traverse through with the alternative paths. Moreover they are many IDS 

products available in the market which are only able to recognize attacks from a 

single source; this is also a big challenge for IDS. 
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2.9 Key of differentiating between IPS and IDS  
 
 

The key of different between IDS and IPS , is that IPS take an action immediately 

when it detect malicious traffic whereas   IDS is a passive device that allow the 

malicious traffic to pass before responding which is trigging alarm.  

IPS actions can be vary from resetting session, dropping packet or block source 

traffic, sometimes IDS can useless if the response time to take action was long. A 

study of cyber-attack simulation have been conducted by Fred Cohen in 1999 

shows the importance of response time against the cyber-attacks, for example if 

the time between the attack and response was 10 hours then the attackers has 

80% of chance to gain access to the resource and if the time was 20 hours then 

the probability will increase up to 90% and if it was 30 hours then the attackers 

are surely success to get inside the resource despite what kind of skills do they 

have. 

 

2.10 Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) 
Basically the main function of firewall and anti-virus software is to block most 

kind of attacks while IDS main function is to detect the attack when it occurs and 

give an alarm about it. Without doubt such techniques are important factor to 

protect network resources, but on the other hand it is has some limitation since 

firewall can stop services, or block range of IP attacks but cannot examine packet 

that pass through it. IDS can examine packet that pass through it but cannot stop 

it if it was malicious packet, hence the presence of IPS is crucial, as it can 

proactively detect and then block the attack.  

In the late of 90s the term of Intrusion Prevention System presented by Andrew 

M. Plato who was responsible for technical documentation at network ICE in 

Silicon Valley. And the entire technology of IPS was derived from IDS which is 

find the attack and killed in real time. 
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In 1998 Snort which is an open source packet sniffer became available for free  

which give an opportunity for  IT people to test and have an idea about the 

concept of intrusion detection (Silva, 2011). 

IPS considers as one of most popular and fastest growing segment of the security 

market (Plato, 2004).  

 

2.11 How IPS works  
IPS is inline product that examines and identify and blocking malicious network 

activity in real time and there are two categories of IPS rate-based product and 

content based product (Fuchsberger, 2005).   

IPS devices are similar to firewalls devices with minor differences as shown in 

the below table: 

 

 
Firewall IPS 

Firewall block all network traffics and 

allow only the permit traffic that have 

reason to pass  

On contrary IPS allow all traffics to pass 

and block only the disallowed or 

suspicious packet  

Firewall rules ( deny /permit) are 

based on source and destination packet 

or port number 

IPS rules ( deny /permit) are based on 

the content of packet  which is more 

accurate than firewall rules 
 

Table 1: Firewall vs IPS 

 

2.12 IPS detection Methods 

2.12.1  Anomaly-based 
In this type of IPS block the packets based on the network load, if there are many 

packets, or too many errors then the IPS will take an action, IPS monitor and 

learn network traffic and then compare them with its statistics. It also can 

discover unnatural rate for ARP, UDP and TCP packet, packet per connection or 
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second or packet per port.  So there is threshold for each packet which is 

dynamically adjusted based on statistic and day factors, and if the thresholds 

was exceeded then IPS will consider it as an attack. (Fuchsberger, 2005). 

On the other hand this type of detection has some disadvantage, since network 

administrator has to know many details about the packet that travel in the 

network, for example how many connection web server can handle 

(Fuchsberger, 2005). Also if the networks have heavy traffics with variation of 

delay and different activities then this kind of IPS would be not suitable, since 

many false alarms would be launched due to the complexity of network 

(Whitman & Mattord, 2011). Also this type of IPS require frequent tuning and 

adjustment, and  they can be most useful in very large web application and mail 

server networks (Fuchsberger, 2005). 

 An examples of what this type of IPS can detect, is the numbers of failed login to 

system or DDoS attack (Fuchsberger, 2005). 

 

2.12.2  Signature-Based  
Signature-based Intrusion Prevention Systems block traffic based on attack 

signatures and protocol anomalies (Fuchsberger, 2005). IPS examines packet by 

compare it with known signature database, so it is preconfigured and  

predetermined attack patterns (Fuchsberger, 2005). This kind of IPS is widely 

used since many types of attacks have already known signatures such as ICMP, 

DNS query…etc. Furthermore this type of IPS allows detecting worms attack and 

suspicious port scanning. It also provide many options of how to handle the 

attack, like disconnect connection, or drop any future packet from the same 

source plus advanced reporting and alarm techniques. This type of IPS requires 

much less effort than the anomaly-based IPS so it is good to implement it inside 

the network and apply proper policy to enhance firewall job. On the other hand 

the database of this attack should be always up to date which mean breach can 

be happen in case the attacker try new strategies that it is unknown yet for the 

database of IPS likely to the antivirus program that is not up-to-date. Another 
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drawback of this type IPS is the slowness compared to the anomaly-based and to 

solve this issue those types of IPS can collect and examine data over longer 

period which require more processing and storage capability (Whitman & 

Mattord, 2011). 

 

2.12.3  Log File Monitor (LFM) 
The mechanism of this type of IPS is check the log files that used to be generated 

by servers, network devices or even other IPS (Whitman & Mattord, 2011),  and 

then check if there are any suspicious events that could be a potential attack. 

Like frequent shutting down system, starting service, configuration changes 

(Mukhopadhyay, Chakraborty, & Chakrabarti, 2011). This kind of IPS has 

flexibility to check different types of system, on the other hand it may require a 

considerable resources as the data of log file can be huge (Whitman & Mattord, 

2011). 

 

2.12.4  Stateful Protocol Analysis  
According to (Scarfone & Mell, 2007, pp. 2-5) “Stateful protocol analysis is the 

process of comparing predetermined profiles of generally accepted definitions of 

benign protocol activity for each protocol state against observed events to 

identify deviations”.  In this type of detection method the IPS is fully understand 

how standard protocols works based on vendors or RFC. Hence the IPS can 

detect many suspicious values that might exist inside the protocol. 

Stateful protocol analysis are similar to anomaly based but the main  difference 

is anomaly based has profile for specific host and it act upon that , while Stateful 

protocol analysis has universal profile that have been already developed by the 

vendor  

Stateful protocol analysis can examine authentication session, for example when 

user start using FTP protocol session, he supposed to enter some commands like 

user name and password and when he succeeded to login, the IPS will be able to 

detect if the user authenticated or not, by checking the state coding in the 
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corresponding response and since the user is already authenticated then he is 

able to perform different commands. But in case the user wasn’t authenticated 

and performed different commands, then IPS will consider it as suspicious 

behavior (Scarfone & Mell, 2007).  

The protocols analysis process contains reasonableness checking for the 

commands, for example in the FTP example, there is minimum and maximum 

character for the username as arguments, so assuming that the maximum 

characters are 30. Then argument with 500 characters is considered malicious 

Obviously this type of IPS is similar to the signature-based when the database is 

provided by vendors, also it require a lot of processing overhead which consider 

as drawback (Whitman & Mattord, 2011). Another drawback of this type of IPS 

is that cannot detect attack that has generally acceptable protocol behavior; also 

it may conflict if there are some protocols that have particular version or specific 

configuration to fit the type of organization sake, then in this case IPS can 

consider it as suspicious behavior while they are not. (Scarfone & Mell, 2007). 

 

 

2.13 Type of IPS  

2.13.1  Network-Based Prevention System (NIPS) 
NIPS Monitor specific segment of network traffic or even the whole network 

traffic and this depend on the position of IPS inside the networks and it can be 

configured to examined specific computers inside the network and not all of 

them, this can be very useful in the huge network as might be no need to check 

all the computers but only the important ones.  

NIPS usually run on dedicated host or dedicated device that its interface 

connected to the network traffic, so any ingoing or outgoing traffic should be 

passed through that interface. “In order not to become a target for attack itself it 

has become standard to ‘‘conceal’’ the system, by setting the network interface 

into ‘‘stealth’’ mode as well as ‘‘promiscuous’’ mode, the interface itself has no IP 
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address, the IDS probe cannot be addressed by other hosts, but merely copies all 

passing traffic into its RAM memory” (Fuchsberger, 2005, p. 137).  

When NIPS detect suspicious activities it will send alarm to the network 

administrators and then examine the incoming packet and compare it with 

network pattern that exist in its database, so for example if there are large 

amount of connections this give an indication that an attack has occurred such 

DDoS attack, and sometimes in such situations the IPS can response 

automatically by reset the connection or block the affected port. 

NIPS compared to HIPS can detect more types of attack than HIPS do, however it 

requires complex configuration and maintenance (Whitman & Mattord, 2011). 

 

2.13.1.1 Advantage of NIPS  
 Ability to use few IPS even in the huge networks, it just require good design 

and proper position for each NIPS. 

 Attackers may not be able to detect the existence of NIPS since they are not 

sensitive to direct attack. 

 

2.13.1.2  Disadvantage of NIPS  
 In the huge network and high traffic NIPS can be overwhelmed and may not 

able to detect attacks  

 NIPS cannot analyze encrypt data and nowadays using of encrypted data are 

very often which make the use of NIPS somehow limited. 

 In some scenario NIPS can be a single point of failure and any malfunction 

would affect the whole performance of network.  There are some solutions 

to overcome this issue such implement backup NIPS that can handle the 

operation in case of the primary failed (Papadaki & Furnell, 2004). 
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2.13.2  Wireless IPS 
Using wireless technology have become very popular and it has been  involved 

with many application, the easy and convenient way to the internet via  wireless 

make accessing internet via WLAN is mainstream access, on the other hand it 

increased rapidly wireless attack. In order to mitigate such risk security solution 

need to be addressed which include wireless Intrusion Prevention System 

(WIPS) (Yujia, Guanlin, Wenyong, & Zebing, 2010). As previously discussed that 

there are many NIPS solutions for the wired network which is not the same 

when it comes to wireless network, wireless IPS must monitor the airwaves in 

order to detect attacks, furthermore in WLAN there is no network boundary and 

they are public, therefore WIPS should provide specific condition to mitigate 

threats and attack.  (Chen, Yao, & Wang, 2009, p. 2) suggested five basic 

functions for WIPS which are:-   

 Honeypot network: is kind of trap to mislead attacker and make him 

believe that he is accessing the desired network. 

 Packet Capturing Agent: this agent will capture all 80.211 packets in 

honeypot and collect all the information on threats. 

 Plan recognition Server: offer plan recognition and pre-decision engine, 

which can detect several wireless attack by compare signature based and 

device information. 

 Management Console: generate alarm message, disconnect the network 

when an attack has been discovered. 

 Information database: the database store 802.11 packets that was captured 

by the agent. 

Although these features harden wireless network and decrease attacks, but they 

are not feasible for every scenario, especially in small size wireless network, also 

cost can be an issue in such implementation, so IPS that operate inside Access 

point might be more feasible in small network and public wireless network since 

sensor of wireless can be located in the access point. 
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2.13.2.1 Wireless IPS challenges  
There are certain of challenges associated when applying wireless IPS  

 Physical security: most of time wireless sensor are placed in public and 

open area such hallway or conference room or even at the edge of 

buildings in order to get wider range of signal, therefor physical secure is 

an issue that need to be addressed. 

 Sensor Range: there are uncontrollable conditions that affect sensor 

range, like atmosphere conditions, building construction and there some 

controllable conditions like quality of wireless and the position. 

 Wired network connection: the backbone of wireless network is the 

wired network so any problem in the wired network will affect the 

wireless network as well. 

 Cost: in case of huge network that required many sensors, cost might be 

an issue. 

 

2.13.2.2 Advantage and Disadvantage of Wireless IPS  
WIPS can detect attacks more than the wired IPS; it can detect unauthorized 

WLAN, poorly secure WLAN devices, man in the middle attack. On the other 

hand WIPS can’t detect passive attack when the attacker scans network traffic, 

also WIPS can protect the associated WLAN but they are not sensitive to the 

logical and physical attack which can occur easily in wireless scenarios 

(Whitman & Mattord, 2011). 

 

2.13.3  Host Intrusion Prevention System (HIDPS)  
Merging both IDS and IPS on a single host called host-based intrusion detection 

and prevention system (HIDPS), which define processing and monitor  data that 

have been  created by the host itself  (Sandhu, Haider, Naseer, & Ateeb, 2011). 

Host-based resides on single computer or single server and monitors all the 

activities and characteristics of that host.  All those activities can be both wired 

and wireless connection, system log, file access and any change in system 
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configuration. HIDPS are also known as system integrity verifiers since they 

monitor system activities and make sure that there no intruder (Whitman & 

Mattord, 2011). 

Most of HIDPS have detection software called agent and those agent monitor 

activity on single host and that agent send the collected data to the management 

servers and usually agent are designed to protect one of the following:  

 

 Server: agent located on server and monitor common application.  

 Client PC: agent designed to monitor activities like email and web browsing. 

 Application Service: some agent are designed to monitor particular 

application like database server , email server (Scarfone & Mell, 2007).  

 There are some criteria’s that need to be considered by the organization 

when choosing agent locations  for example the cost of maintain and monitor 

the agent, application operating system that agent support , the importance 

of host data and service and the ability of network infrastructure whether  

support the agent or not.  

HIDPS classify files into different classes and whenever change happen it will 

send notification, and most of HIDPS provide different levels of alarm 

notification, for example HIDPS can be configured only when some change 

happen in specific folder. Also there is special type of HIDPS which called KIDPS 

(K: Kernel) and this type of HIDPS is interact deeply with operating system in 

order to check all system activities (SENHAJI, 2012). The most common way of 

classifying folders is color coding, when critical system files are coded in red 

such as OS kernel, application software and system drivers. The main idea 

behind that is that system file are rarely modified only in upgrading cases or 

installation unlike user files that usually modify by the users. 

 

2.13.3.1 Advantage of HIDPS 
 The most advantage of HIDPS is can detect malicious encrypt data unlike 

NIPS which cannot. 
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 HIDPS able to detect local system attack and detect attack that may elude 

NIPS. 

 HIDPS can detect any inconsistency in system application which could lead to 

detect some kind of attack like Trojan. 

 

2.13.3.2 Disadvantage of HIDPS  
 Since HIDPS install separately on each host, this require more management 

effort to get best results. 

 HIDPS can’t detect attack on non-host devices such as router or switch. 

 HIDPS can consume large amount of hard disk space in order to archive all 

the activities event of the host. 

 HIDPS sometimes create overhead issues which result to reduce system 

performance.  

 HIDPS is vulnerable to direct attack which leads to compromise the 

operating system of host. 

 

2.14 Mode of attacks 
In computer worlds attacks can be defined as any attempt to destroy, crash 

system or service or steal information which is not authorized to be disclosed.  

Nowadays with this highly interconnected nature of systems, attacker has a wide 

variety to achieve their aims through various types of attacks. 

 

2.14.1 Reconnaissance attacks 
 The main goal of the reconnaissance attacks is to perform the check up and dig 

all the required information about the network or a system. In general it makes 

all the prior arrangements and gives attacker all the required information which 

can be used later by the attacker to target the device. A reconnaissance attacks 

can become the potential for other or more invasive attacks. Nowadays many of 

these reconnaissance attacks are written in script and can be used by simple 
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mouse clicks by hacker. Below are some common reconnaissance attacks 

(Bastien & Degu, 2003). 

 Domain name service queries (DNS)-provides the information such as, 

what address space is available in a particular domain and who own that 

domain to unauthorized user. 

 Vertical or port scans: do the scanning of service ports of a single host 

and then requesting different services at each port. Basically this attack 

allows the attacker to know that what operating system is running on the 

target and what services user is using (McClure, Scambray, & Kurtz, 

2012). 

 Horizontal scans: to scan an address range of a very specific port or a 

service is called horizontal scan. Basically it is done by scanning a 

network segment and looking for replies to connect at port 21. A very 

common example of horizontal scan is FTP sweep. 

 Block scans: the combination of vertical and horizontal scan is called the 

block scan. It includes the scanning of network segment and attempts 

connection on multiple ports of each host on the same segment. 

 Ping sweep: A ping sweep tells the attackers how many active hosts are 

present on the network. A ping sweep is also known as ICMP (Internet 

Control Message Protocol) sweep. It is a network scanning technique, 

which is used to determine the range of IP for live hosts. Whereas a 

single ping sweep will tell you that required specified host computer 

exists on that network or not. Basically it sends the ICMP echo request to 

multiple hosts. If the given address is alive, it will return and sends back 

an ICMP ECHO reply (McClure et al., 2012). 

Reconnaissance attacks may not be an extremely harmful activity but it plays a 

major role for attacker to launch an attack. Depending upon network security 

administrator may also want to block ping sweep. As it is mentioned as a proven 

method for network reconnaissance before an actual attack ensues, detecting 

ping sweep and port scan may become a critical. One of the often used methods 
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for detecting reconnaissance attacks is network based intrusion prevention 

system (NIDS) program such as snort. For example if an administrator  begun to 

see too many ICMP ECHO replies from a particular system, this may indicate that 

the system is under network reconnaissance attack (Bastien & Degu, 2003). 

 

2.14.2 Access attacks  
The major goal of access attack is to gain access to computer or network. After 

gaining access many different operations and functions can be performed by the 

attacker (Bastien & Degu, 2003). These functions can be described into three 

basic categories: 

 Interception- is called a having unauthorized access to a resource. For 

example access to confidential data such as payrolls, personnel records or 

research development. After having an access attacker can read or copy 

data. The only way to protect data can be encryption which can be 

breached as well. But it will increase the time for the attackers to be able 

to read that data. 

 Modification- the alteration of resource by unauthorized person after 

gaining access is called modification. Altering system configurations and 

unauthorized system access also includes in it along with file contents. 

Mostly it is achieved by the vulnerabilities present in either the operating 

system or software running on the system.  

 Fabrication- with access to the system, the attacker can generate the false 

objects and introduce them into environment. This can include alerting 

data such as virus, or Trojan horse. 

 Virus: it consists of a computer code which makes it self-attached 

with other software’s running on that computer.  In this way they 

are reproduces, each time the software’s are opened. Computer 

viruses can be classified from annoying to destructive. 
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 Worm: basically exploits the vulnerabilities on network system 

and then replicates their self. It scans the networks, and search for 

the specific vulnerability present in the system. When it finds the 

required system it copies itself and begins scanning there as well. 

 Trojan horse- It is basically a Programme which build to perform 

one specific function but it also other things which are completely 

different, like corrupting data on your computer. The effects of 

these Trojan horses vary from minor to destructive computer file 

system. Sometime they also gain access to exploit systems by 

crating user accounts on it. (Bastien & Degu, 2003). 

     

2.14.3 Denial of Service attack (DoS) 
Currently our society is going towards a system, which is more reliant on 

processing and communicating information. Communication systems and 

functioning information has become an essential part of our modern-daily life 

routines. This increasing societal dependence on communication technologies 

may be affected, even for relatively short interval of time. Such situations can be 

categorized as “denial of service” or DoS attacks in which network access is 

deliberately disrupted to legitimate customers (Raghavan & Dawson, 2011).  

The first reported large scale and planned Denial of service attack was on 

university of Minnesota via public internet. It was in august 1999 but soon after 

this event, in February 2000, a very famous group of E-commerce websites was 

also attacked by DoS. It includes yahoo.com, cnn.com and e-bay.com. In the 

decade soon after these incidents, the frequency, amount and sophistication of 

DoS attacks has been increased dramatically. Currently one particular form of 

attack can be used to affect thousands of computers and they can be controlled 

by the attacker as well to target any specific machine. These attacker-controlled 

computers are also known as bots. They can be used by the attacker to sends 

tens of gigabits of internet traffic to selected system. The collection of these bots 
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under the control of some ‘master’ entity is known as ‘botnet’. Typically bot 

master launches the attacks through these bots to a specific or desired target. 

This particular type of attack is called distributed denial of service attack 

(DDoS).  

There are many organizations working to mitigate these large numbers of 

immerging DoS and DDoS attacks. It is evaluated after experience that these 

attacks come in many guises and are continues evolving. Consequently, the 

investigation to mitigate these DoS and DDoS becomes an important area of 

research (Raghavan & Dawson, 2011). 

According to Worldwide Infrastructure Security Report in 2010 the DDoS attack 

has been increased 102 percent from 2005 until 2010.  
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3. Solutions and Tools  
In this chapter introduce the solutions that have been used as (IDS, IPS) as well 

as the tools that have been used for attacks purpose. 

 

3.1 Solutions  
The solutions that will be examined in this project are Cisco Router and Snort as 

IDS and IPS and Comodo Defense+ and MacAfee as HIPS on windows OS. 

 

3.1.2 Cisco Router as NIDS and NIPS 
Cisco routers provide NIDS and NIPS platform that used mix technology of 

detection which are profile based, signature based and protocol analysis as well.  

In order to test the capability of this technology, Cisco Router 2801 and 2900 

have been test and it was configured to act as IDS and IPS separately, below the 

topology that was used for this test  

 

 Figure 2: IDS & IPS implementing  
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As shown in the above diagram, Cisco router has been configured to act as 

NIDS checking the packet that coming from internet and give alarm in case 

found something suspicious, on the same topology Cisco router configures as 

IPS which can detect the attack then trigger an alarm and drop the packets. In 

order to monitor all those activities different type of tools were used as 

indicated in the following section. 

 

3.1.2.1 Cisco Configuration Professional (CCP) 
CCP is Graphic user interface device management program that used access 

cisco devices and configuring them in much simpler way that CLI, it also 

provide monitoring section that show all the activities that occurred in real-

time, hence in order to capture the alerts that generating by Cisco   CCP was 

used here. 

 

    Figure 3: Cisco Configuration Professional 
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3.1.3 Snort  
The next stage of our methodology was to test Snort software which is basically 

a packet sniffer/packet logger /network IDS/IPS. It is totally practical based tool 

for intrusion detection, which is nowadays being used most frequently. In the 

beginning snort was originally made for the purpose of packet sniffing. Marty 

roesch in 1998 made a Linux based packet sniffer called APE. Despite the great 

features of APE, it has some overcomes. Roesh wanted a tool which can run on 

multiple OSs, can use hexa dump payload. (Beale, Baker, Esler, & Northcutt, 

2007). 

So in search of writing a better packet sniffer, he writes Snort as libcap 

application. Previously it was only tcpdump which was used compiled with 

lipcab. So snort gives administrator another option of sniffer to work with it. It 

was Roesh who first uses snort as a monitoring tool for debugging his network 

application. 

In late January 1999, snorts present its first signature based analysis .Later on, 

many functionalities and features were added in snort to make it much more 

efficient in sense of intrusion detection and prevention system. Snort is still an 

open source application, and it keeps everything on the latest version. The entire 

latest rules for snort are available on snort.org, which can be accessed by the 

registered users without any extra cost. These rules are certified by sourcefire 

vulnerability research team (VRT). The rule types include DoS, DDoS attacks, 

backdoor, web attacks, viruses and many others (Beale et al., 2007). Below is the 

figure that explain the main snort architecture  
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Figure 4: Snort Architecture 

 

3.1.3.1 Components of snort 
There are major components which comprise the working of snort. Each 

component is described little bit here. (Rehman, 2003). 

 

3.1.3.2 Packet Decoder 
The functionality of packet decoder is to accept various types of packets from 

network nodes and then prepare them to be sent to the next phase which is the 

detection engine. Those network nodes can be of different types like Ethernet, 

SLIP, and PPP and so on. 

 

3.1.3.3 Preprocessors 
Preprocessors have an important role in snort architecture. These plug-ins are 

used to arrange and modify the data before sending it to the detection engine, 

to find out if the packets are being used by the intruder or not. They also have 

the functionality to detect packets by based on anomalies behavior and then 

generating alarms. If an IDS works strict to the rule based technique, then 

hackers can used this feature by simply just adding any string to the signature. 

Therefore preprocessor is necessary to make the packets ready for detection 

engine by extracting the intended strings or by rearranging them. One of the 
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other major factors why preprocessor are being used is the packet 

defragmentation. Before applying any rules on IDS or finding out any 

signature, packet should be reassemble. Sometimes hackers may use 

fragmentation to defeat IDS. In snort preprocessor can defragment packets, 

decode HTTP URL, re-assemble TCP stream and so on. (Rehman, 2003). 

 

3.1.3.4 The Detection Engine 
 The core part in snort infrastructure is the detection engine. The functionality 

of snort is to detect all the intrusions among the traffic. The rules are being 

used for this purpose. When the packets arrived at the detection engine they 

are being matched against the rules or signatures. If any resemblance is found 

the appropriate action is taken otherwise the packet would be dropped. The 

actions may include like logging the packet or generating alert. (Rehman, 

2003) 

The efficiency of the intrusion detection system depends upon the detection 

engine, like how many powerful rules are being used and the power of 

machine that being used. The working of detection engine was different in 

different versions of snort. 

 

3.1.3.5 Logging and Alerting System 
In this step there are two main functions which are either generating log for 

the event or trigger an alarm and this process depend on the detection engine. 

Logs are simply kept in a text file. (Rehman, 2003). 

 

3.1.3.6 Output Modules 
These plug-ins can do different operations, it depends upon the administrator 

what he wants from the output generated by logging or alerting system also it 
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depends upon the configuration as well and  how the administrator want to 

control the generated output. Like sending messages to syslog facility, sending 

SNMP traps or send alerts in other formats like e-mails etc. (Rehman, 2003). 

 

3.1.3.7 Why Snort? 
In 2009 snort were chosen by InfoWorld's test center as one of the best open 

source software of all time (Dineley, 2009). Snort is open source software 

which does not cost anything and that does not mean that it is not an efficient 

intrusion detection and prevention application, on contrary it is one of most 

popular network intrusion detection and prevention software among 

commercial and private sector. There are numerous advantages of Snort. 

According to (snort.org)  snort is capable to do protocol analysis, packet 

content and can even use to detect different types of attacks and probes, like 

CGI attacks port scan or buffer flow SMB probes... etc. (Snort, 2011). 

One of the other advantage of snort is it rules, which are quite flexible, easily 

written and easily written into the rule base. If a new attack is found, in a 

matter of seconds administrator can add the rule for that attack in rule base. 

Another advantage of Snort is that it does raw packet data analysis. Through 

this it can examine the payload and determine what caused the alert. Similarly 

it can install on cheap hardware and software furthermore administrator can 

monitor multiple machines remotely from one location.  

 

3.1.3.8 Short falls in snort 
As any technology Snort does have disadvantages as well. Like when it comes 

to anomaly detection, snort is not build for this type of operation. Some pre-

processor modules are added to make this function efficient, but it still have 

some limitations and these modules are not considered effective in detection. 

One of the other disadvantages of snort is that it has to deal with large 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/InfoWorld
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log/alert files, as capturing all packets when deal with large infrastructures the 

console machine used in snort must be quite powerful because if the console 

machine goes down, many machine connected to it are left unmonitored.    

 

3.1.4 HIPS in Windows OS 
Unfortunately Snort works only as HIDS in windows environment and this may 

not be efficient in many situations. Since windows family is almost dominated 80 

percent of the computer market as personal computer (W3Schools, 2012); hence 

we aimed to investigate some HIPS solutions for windows operating system. 

 

3.1.4.1 Comodo HIPS 
Comodo host based intrusion prevention is among of the best prevention and 

detection against viruses and network attacks. This feature of Comodo has 

used a special prevention feature called impenetrable shield through which 

can detect safe, unsafe and questionable files.  This host based intrusion 

prevention system feature provides real- time protection against adware, 

spyware, Trojans, viruses and other malware threats. One of the major and 

important features of Comodo HIPS is that it doesn’t have to update signatures, 

rather than it use auto Sandbox technology. It means those users are even 

protected from unknown threats.  

The host intrusion prevention system of Comodo is also called defense+ 

component, the working of it is to constantly monitor all the events generated 

by all the executable file like .exe, .dll, .sys, .bat etc. so in this way the only 

executable allowed are those which get permission by user. An application can 

be given permission in many ways, like manually granting the rights of 

execution in security policy, by deciding to use technology like defense+ alert 

and make executable trust on it, or just simply just by putting them in Comodo 

safe list. Defense+ also automatically secures the critical files of windows 
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system. This is an additional layer of security that provided to the system from 

internal attacks as well. 

One of the major advantages of Comodo HIPS over the other host intrusion 

prevention systems is that defense+ is totally free. This makes it very effective 

in domestic and home level network security. And this HIPS is integrated with 

powerful anti-virus protection and enterprise class packet filtering firewall in 

the whole package of Comodo internet security and as well as alone. 

 

3.1.4.2 McAfee HIPS  
McAfee HIPS is an effective host intrusion prevention and detection system, it 

also among one of the McAfee’s Network security propriety product. It protects 

resources and applications of the system from external and internal attacks. It 

provides scalable solutions of intrusion prevention for remote systems, work 

station, critical servers including web and database servers. This functionality 

is accomplished by the integration of firewall and intrusion prevention system. 

The IPS feature is updated frequently in order to provide new threats detection 

as much as possible.  

The Intrusion prevention solution of McAfee is also based on the integration of 

signatures and behavioral regulations. There are many pros of McAfee HIPS as, 

decreases the significance of patch operation, reduce security expenses, and 

protect important resources.  

Implementing McAfee HIPS require server that manage policy and signature 

and McAfee agents which is usually install on host based to block the calls 

reaching towards the operating system, and check all those actions against 

behavioral policy and signatures from the server. These agents are automated 

to intercept with organization to upgrade the signatures for new attacks. 

McAfee has also provided with one of the important technology called buffer 

overflow abuse deterrence. This technology basically prevents code 
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implementation resulting from buffer overflow attacks, one of the most 

common techniques to attack servers and desktops.  

McAfee HIPS is easily applicable on different levels of protection based on 

location like corporate network, VPN or public network. 

 

3.2 Tools  
Variant tools have been used as penetration tools and attacks tools on both 

Linux and windows OS and their description as follow. 

3.2.1 Backtrack 
In order to implement different types of attacks which have been mentioned in 

chapter 2, Backtrack-5 was used, which is Linux-based penetration system that 

aid security professional to test their system and found out if there is any 

vulnerability exist.  

 

Figure 5: BackTrack tools 
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Backtrack-5 provides numerous numbers of tools for testing and penetration 

purpose such as gathering information, vulnerability test, exploitation, 

maintaining access and many other tools. Backtrack was rated as the highest 

Linux security distribution to date (Linux, 2011).   

 

3.2.1.1 Metasploit Framework 
Attacking cisco router was done using Metasploit which is tools that built-in 

inside backtrack and provide huge number of dictionary attacks. Metasploit 

framework provide a huge  helps to network administrator to find out if there 

are any hole in their system (Rapid7, 2012). The tools that have been used to 

explore and attack cisco router called Armitage which is built-in in Metasploit. 

 

3.2.1.2 Ettercap 
Ettercap is suite of tools that have been used for different attacks, in this 

research we have used it is DoS attack tools. 

 

3.2.2 Nmap 
Nmap is open source and free tools that are used for network discovery 

purposes, this tool is very handy in network inventory and exploration. Nmap 

use IP packet to find out what the operating system, what ports are opened is 

and other details that could be used for hackers and network administrators as 

well. Also Nmap can be run on Windows, Linux and Mac OS and it has the ability 

to scan from single host up to large networks (Nmap.org). 

 

3.2.3 Low Orbit Ion Cannon Tools 
LOIC is an open source tools that used for testing DoS attacks, the tools work by 

sending large amount of packet as TCP, UDP or HTTP on different ports to the 
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victim machine which make it out of services.  And it is very easy to be run even 

for person who doesn’t have any knowledge in hacking, (Verma, 2011). 
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4. Experiment  
This chapter introduces the practical experiment that has been implemented for 

the research purpose.  

 

4.1 Cisco Router as IDS  
Although IDS is a passive device but it can be useful in many scenarios, because 

IPS create some delay which may affect network performance in case there was 

a huge traffic traversing through the network. Hence the first scenario was 

configuring Cisco router as IDS and trigger alarm in case signature rules that are 

built-in inside router were violated. So in order to test this feature three types of 

attacks have been deployed as explain below:-  

1- Ping sweep attack : in order to discover victim system, ping sweep attack 

have been deployed on the Cisco router using Armitage tools and alarm 

was triggered as shown in the below figures 

 

Figure 6:  Armitage tools for ping sweep attack 
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As shown in figure 7, the first attack was ping sweep which revealed the system 

used is cisco and even which IOS is used and what kind of port are opened.  

 

 

Figure 7: Alarm Trigger for Ping 

2- Port Scan attack: the second attack was port scan to find out what kinds of 

ports are opened in the system so that later hacker can implement DoS attack 

through that opened port.  Nmap tools were used to scan and discover the 

open ports as shown in figure 8 
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Figure 8: Port Scan via Nmap 

And as shown below alarm was triggered for the port scan in Cisco router but no 

packet were dropped as it act as IDS 

 

Figure 9: Cisco Alarm against port scan 

3- DoS attack : the third attack was DoS attack that was deployed via ettercap 

tools that are built-in in backtrack as shown in figure 10 
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Figure 10: Deploy DoS attack 

Cisco alarm was triggered as well but not packets were dropped 

 

Figure 11: DoS attack Alarm 

As explained previously that DoS attack are very harmful on the system, the router 
was out of service and the utilization reached up to  100%,  because it couldn’t 
handle all TCP packet flooding that were generated from DoS attack tools  
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Figure 12: Interface Utilization 

 

4.2 Cisco Router as IPS 
As for this part Cisco router was implemented to take an action against the 

previous attacks so that function as IPS, Cisco IPS provide various actions like 

drop packet, reset the connection. Drop packet was the action that has been used 

for this test.  As show below ping packets were dropped by the IPS. 
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 As shown in figure 13 packet were dropped after Cisco discover ping sweep attack 

 

Figure 13: Drop Ping packets attacks 

The same action was taken against port scan attack  

 

Figure 14: Drop port Scan attack 

Finally DoS attack was mitigated by the same technique  
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Figure 15: Drop DoS attack 
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4.3 Snort as IDS 
As explained previously according to each attack Snort rules can be added to 

mitigate that particular attack, nevertheless there are default rules when first 

time install snort. Figure 15 shows the rules for ICMP ping made by snort team; 

we took the rules and applied it in our test. 

 

Figure 16: ICMP ping rules 
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The first attack was using Nmap port scan as indicated below  

  

Figure 17: Port Scan using Nmap 

Then in the below figure snort start trigging alarm  

 

Figure 18: IDS Snort alarm 
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Same Action were used for DoS attack and as show below alarm was trigger  

 

Figure 19: DoS rules 

 

Figure 20: Snort Alarm against DoS attack 

 

4.4 Snort as IPS 
In IPS mode snort rules are almost the same, but the desired action should be 

written otherwise Snort will act as IDS and both IPS and IDS give the same 

alarm. As indicated in the below figure the same rules in IDS case but with drop 

action  
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Figure 21: Ping IPS rules 

Same thing for DoS attack Drop action were placed  

 

Figure 22: DoS IPS Rules 
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Figure 23: Ping Alert IPS 

 

 

Figure 24: DoS Alert IPS 
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4.5 Comodo as HIPS in windows OS 
In this project Comodo Defense+ was tested on windows XP machine and some 

attacks were implemented as well  

Before install Comodo Defense+ on XP machine, intensive scan was made by 

Nmap and many open ports were discovered plus the operating system which 

was installed on that machine was reported as well   

 

Figure 25: Nmap Scan 
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And then DoS attack was deployed on that machine using Low Orbit Ion Cannon 

tools on one the discovered open ports and the system was almost down and 

CPU utilization reached up to 72% 

 

Figure 26: DoS attack by Low Orbit Ion Cannon Tools 
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Figure 27: CPU utilization 

After install Comodo Defense+ and deploy intensive attack, Nmap report was 

totally different as it couldn’t detect any OS or open ports as shown in the below 

figure  

 

Figure 28: Nmap Scan after install Comodo Defense+ 
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Also ping attack was dropped automatically after install Comodo defense+ as shown 

below 

  

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 29: Dropping Ping Packets 

 

The last attack was DoS attack and it was no successes in TCP connection but with 

UDP Comodo gave pop up message to allow or deny the connection from the PC  

 

 Figure 30: Comodo Popup notification 

As shown in figure 19 that was the default behavior of Comodo and variety rules 

and policy can be tuned depending on security need , however such job are not easy 

for normal end users. 
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5. Results  
This chapter will present the results that were derived from chapter 2 and 3 and 

explain how each tested type of IDS and IPS work and what is the advantage and 

disadvantage of each one.  

Methodology results have shown that in some type of attacks the presence of IPS 

is very critical and IDS is useless in that sense, for example the DoS attack on 

Cisco router made the network interface utilization up to 100% which made the 

router out of services, but when the same router configured as IPS the DoS 

packet was dropped and no effect on the network.  On the other hand 

reconnaissance attacks are not harmful as DoS, so IDS can be useful in that sense 

since it will alarm about those attacks and administrator can take an action 

accordingly.   

 

5.1 Cisco Solution 
Cisco provide flexible and good solution in regards to IDS and IPS and it can be 

very powerful to prevent several type of attacks, the implementation of IPS and 

IDS is very easy using CCP feature and log alarm can be used separately on 

dedicated server or inside the router itself, as cisco dominated router market it’s 

good to have such feature to enhance the security of network especially if the 

scenario was using router as edge of network. However IPS and IDS feature 

require certain amount of memory, CPU and version of IOS, and it based on 

signature which required to be updated from the new type of attacks.  Also 

implementing the IDS or IPS can be done on specific interface and either on 

inbound or outbound direction which give flexibility in design and reduce the 

delay in the event of huge traffic, also administrator can activate specific type of 

attack to reduce and trigger alarm for the other, for example assuming that DoS 

attack is very harmful to our network activate an action against it like drop or 

reset connection while ping sweep will not be that dangerous then administrator 
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can create only alarm when someone deploy such attack. Hence both IPS and IDS 

can be used on the same router and interface.  

5.2 Snort Solution  
As snort is open source IDS and IPS this allow every administrator to implement 

it in their network, and it has flexibility of changing rules as it is written in text 

file, and these rules can be tuned according to the protocol and packet header, 

port or IP address, however this cannot be an easy job for administrator. Also 

snort has the ability to connect to dedicated server log and present the activity 

on web interface which can be very helpful in the event of network that generate 

huge alarm. The bad news is that snort work only as IDS in windows 

environment but work both as IDS and IPS in Linux environment. For that 

reason we aimed to test some IPS product that work on windows base. 

 

5.3 Comodo Solution  
Comodo provide HIPS that work on windows environment with standalone 

installation and the package can be either integrated with firewall or firewall 

and antivirus, the good news is that not expensive compared to the other 

products in market, our test show that Comodo give immediate alarm in the 

event of suspicious activities and it alarm if program or any other activities tried 

to write on windows registry. Same job for network activity and user can either 

block or allow those activities or even terminate the connection. However 

understanding the entire popup message generated by Comodo can be annoying 

and vague to the normal user, hence network administrator required to tune 

Comodo rules according to user need and knowledge.  

 

5.4 McAfee Solution  
The main disadvantage of McAfee product compared to Comodo is that cannot 

be installed as standalone , it required dedicated server to run policy and update 
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which mean more budget and complicated process. However this can be useful 

for companies which have no problem with budget and they need to apply strict 

security policy for their entire user, as everything is controlled by the server and 

it applied on end user automatically.  
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6. Conclusion  
Different techniques of IDS and IPS have been studied in this project in order to 

cover wide aspect of this technology and to help organization to harden their 

network against attacks, since firewall and antivirus are not enough against the 

numerous increases of attackers and their knowledge about security 

technologies. It is difficult to decide what techniques is best, since there are 

many factors determine that, such as size of network, company budget, network 

administrator skills and  type of traffic...etc.  But the existing of IDS and IPS 

technology inside the network is vital, as it allows network administrator to 

watch network traffic in IDS case and prevent malicious traffic in the IPS case, so 

in the event of firewall failure IPS can make very good and important job.  

According to the results that have been derived in the methodology and 

theoretical chapters, here we propose a model that can be suitable to different 

network scenario as indicate in figure 31. 

Choosing the best place of sensor inside network is the key for getting better 

security, so for example If network topology have DMZ then IPS can be very 

useful to watch traffic that go through that Zone and any delay in that traffic will 

not be an issue as most of DMZ components don’t require real-time traffic.  As 

for heavy network and real-time traffic IDS can play a role by implementing span 

port somewhere in the network. And for the HIPS since most products are 

commercial and we think it’s necessary at least to have HIPS for user who used 

to travel most of time and also for the servers who deal with encryption traffic.    
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Figure 31: Implement IDS/IPS in network 

 

6.1 Future study  
We hope that future study can focus on the delay time that occurred by IPS in the 

huge traffic network and if it is feasible or not in real-time network, as well as 

study the new generation of IPS (Intelligent IPS  or hybrid IPS) and compare it  

efficiency with current generation of IPS.  
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